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FOREWORD
The National Examinations Council of Tanzania is pleased to issue the
Candidates’ Item-Response Analysis (CIRA) report in Information and Computer
Studies for the Certificate of Secondary Education Examination (CSEE) 2020.
The analysis provides feedback to the students’, teachers, parents, policy makers
and other education stakeholders on how the candidates’ attempted the questions.
The Certificate of Secondary Education Examination marks the end of the four
years of secondary education. It is a summative evaluation which, shows among
other things, the effectiveness of the education system in general and education
delivery system in particular. Essentially, the candidates’ responses form a strong
indicator of what the education system has been able or unable to offer to the
candidates in their four years of ordinary secondary education.
The analysis presented in this report is intended to contribute towards
understanding of the reasons for the candidates’ good and weak performance. The
analysis showed that the reasons for good performance included sufficient
knowledge of the content in the topics tested and correct interpretation of the
questions. The reasons for some candidates’ weak performance included
misinterpretation of the questions, lack of practical skills in responding to the
questions that required practical skills and inadequate knowledge on the tested
topics.
It is expected that, the feedback provided in this report will enable our educational
administrators, school managers, teachers and students to identify strategies for
improving candidates’ performance in future examinations.
Finally, the Council would like to thank everyone who participated in the
preparation of this report.

Dr. Charles E. Msonde
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
iv

1.0

INTRODUCTION
This report presents an evaluation of the candidates’ performance in the 2020
Information and Computer Studies CSEE examination. The examination
assessed the knowledge and competences acquired by the candidates. The
examination was set according to the examination format which was
developed in accordance with the 2005 Information and Computer Studies
syllabus for Ordinary Secondary Education.
The examination had two papers, Information and Computer Studies 1
(theory) and Information and Computer Studies 2 (practical). The theory
paper had three sections A, B and C. Section A consisted of two objective
questions. The first question had ten items with one mark each. The second
was a matching item consisting of five premises each carrying one mark.
Section B had eight short answer questions. All questions in sections A and B
were compulsory. Section C had two optional essay type questions. The
candidates were required to attempt only one question. The practical paper
had three questions with 25 marks each. The candidates were required to
attempt two questions.
A total of 2,702 candidates sat for the Information and Computer Studies
examination in 2020. Out of these candidates, 2,404 (88.97%) passed the
examination and 298 (11.03%) failed. In 2019, a total of 2,788 candidates sat
for Information and Computer Studies examination. Of these candidates,
2,393 (85.83%) passed the examination and 395 (14.17%) failed. This means
that the performance rate of 2020 increased by 3.14 percent compared to that
of 2019.
The candidates’ performance in each question/topic has been categorized
using the following ranges; 0 to 29 (weak performance), 30 to 64 (average
performance) and 65 to 100 (good performance). In this report, the
candidates’ performance is presented in different charts in which the red
colour stands for weak performance, the yellow colour for average
performance and the green colour for good performance.
The analysis of the candidates’ performance was done by showing the
demand of the questions, what the candidates wrote and the mistakes they
made while attempting the questions. The analysis also highlights the factors
1

which lead to average performance as well as good performance.
Furthermore, extracts from candidates’ responses are used to illustrate the
points raised about candidates’ performance. Finally, the report presents
conclusions and recommendations.
2.0

ANALYSIS OF THE CANDIDATES’
QUESTION IN PAPER 1

RESPONSE

IN

PER

2.1 Question 1: Multiple Choice Items
The question consisted of ten (10) multiple choice items which were
composed from the following topics: The Computer, Computer Evolution,
Computer Handling, Word Processing, Spreadsheet, Computer Networking
and Communication, The Internet, Database as Information System,
Presentation and Web Designing.
All 2,702 (100%) candidates attempted this question. Of which 283
(10.5%) scored from 0 to 2 marks, 2148 (79.5%) scored from 3 to 6 marks
and 271 (10.0%) scored from 6.5 to 10 marks. Figure 1 presents the
candidates' performance in this question.

Figure 1: The candidates' performance on question 1.

The performance of the candidates on this question was good since (89.5%)
of the candidates scored more than 2 marks. Majority of the candidates
chose the correct answers from the items. This showed that, the candidates
understood the requirements of the questions. However, a few candidates
(10.5%) performed weak. The following analysis shows candidate's
responses for each item on this question:
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Item (i) stated that; the following are physical network topologies except
A ring topology.
D star topology.
B ethernet topology.
E mesh topology.
C bus topology.
The correct answer was B, Ethernet topology. The candidates who
managed to identify the correct response had adequate knowledge on the
physical network topology. Those who selected other options were not able
to identify the physical network topology, which means they had
insufficient knowledge on that area.
Item (ii) stated that, which technology was used in the fifth computer
generations?
A Large Scale Integrated.
D
Artificial intelligence.
B Vacuum tubes.
E
Thermionic valves.
C Transistors.
The correct answer was D, Artificial intelligence. The candidates who
selected incorrect answers had failed to recall that option A, Large Scale
Integrated was used in third generation of computers, option B, Vacuum
tubes was incorrect because it was the technology which was used in the
first generation of computers. Option C, Transistors was also incorrect as
this was a technology which was mostly used in the second generation of
computers and option E, Thermionic valves is not part of computer
generations technology but it is a device giving a flow of thermionic
electrons in one direction, used particularly in the rectification of a current
radio reception.
Item (iii), the candidates were required to identify the correct data type in
the field of gender in a given figure which was shown in a drop down list of
M for male and F for female.

The optional responses were as follows:
A Attachment.
D Hyperlink.
B Memo.
E Yes/No.
C Lookup Wizard.
3

The correct answer was C, Lookup Wizard. The candidates who opted for
incorrect responses had insufficient knowledge about data type, they failed
to recall that option A, Attachment is used in the database or any other
programs to attach files, option B, Memo is the data type field which can
contain either text or binary data, option D, Hyperlink is a word, phrase or
image that you can click on to connect for a new document or a new section
within the current document or an external document and option E, Yes/No
is a field that expected the values to be Yes or No.
Item (iv) stated that, suppose you want to find and download computer
studies books from the internet, which program would you use?
A Google search engine
D Web browser
B Mozilla Firefox
E Internet explorer
C Google chrome
The correct answer was A, Google search engine but some of the
candidates chose other alternatives. The candidates who opted for C
Google chrome failed to differentiate between Google search engine and
Google chrome as both are product of Google but, Google chrome is a
browser required to open a website and not a search engine. Others opted
for alternative B Mozilla Firefox and E, Internet explorer. The candidates
who opted for option B, and E, failed to understand that Mozilla Firefox
and internet explorer are web browser although, they are not Google
products like Google chrome. This indicates that, the candidates had
insufficient knowledge on search engines and their applications.
Item (v), was as follows: Which action enables a word processor to capture
information?
A Copy and paste
D Copy and insert
B Cut and copy
E Cut and save
C Cut and paste
The correct answer was B, cut and copy. Most of the candidates who failed
to attempt this item, chose option A, “Copy and paste” and C, “Cut and
paste”. The candidates who chose these options missed the key word
"Capture information". Paste is used to place the information after being
either copied or cut and not to capture information. This indicates that, the
candidates lacked knowledge on using word processing application
software. Others opted for option D, Copy and insert as well as E, Cut and
save which are not used to capture information.
4

Item (vi) was, what does the th tag in HTML emphasizes?
A Italic text
D Underline text
B Bold text
E Enlarge text
C Coloured text
The correct answer was B, Bold text. Most of candidates opted for A and E
alternatives. The candidates who opted for alternative A, Italic text failed
to understand that, HTML tag used to italicize text is <i></i> and not <th>.
The candidates who chose option E, enlarge text lacked the knowledge of
HTML tag for enlarging text. The <th> tag in HTML emphasized bold text
in header part of the table and not otherwise. Thus, those who opted for A
and E had insufficient practical skills in HTML tags.
Item (vii), the candidates were required to identify the type of malicious
program that duplicates itself, blocking the computer memory and storage.
The given options were;
A Virus.
D Worm.
B Firmware.
E Spam.
C Trojan horse.
The correct answer was D, Worm. The candidates who opted for B,
Firmware failed to understand that firmware is not a malicious program but
is a program programmed on a hardware device to provide the necessary
instructions on how the device communicates with other computer
hardware. Also, those who opted for A, Virus, C, Trojan horse and E, Spam
were not correct because these type of malicious program do not attempt to
inject themselves into other files or otherwise propagate themselves.
Item (viii) stated that, Amina was rewarded with a computer game DVD
during her birthday. In which category does this gift fall?
A
Entertainment software and storage device.
B Utility software and storage device.
C Application software and storage device.
D System software and storage device.
E Firmware software and storage device.
The correct answer was C, Application software and storage device. The
candidates who opted for correct response managed to identify an
application software and storage device as was required by the question.
However, some candidates who chose other options had inadequate
knowledge on computer software.
5

Item (ix) stated that, A school debate club invited speakers to address
issues of gender and HIV/AIDS in the school assembly hall. Speakers used
a microphone, a computer and a projector to demonstrate their
presentation through animations and videos. What type of presentation was
used in relation to the devices used?
A Audio and sound presentation
B Video and text presentation
C Visual and text presentation
D Multimedia presentation
E Power point presentation
The correct answer was D, Multimedia presentation. This presentation
involved the ways of communication that combine different content forms
such as text, audio, images, animation, or video in a single presentation.
Since, the candidates who opted for D had adequate knowledge about
multimedia. The candidates who opted for E, PowerPoint presentation
were unable to differentiate between these two presentations. Multimedia
provides clear and classic picture video and more animation compared to
PowerPoint. On the other hand, those who opted for A, Audio and sound
presentation, B Video and text presentation and C Visual and text
presentation were wrong. These candidates were supposed to know that
multimedia presentation includes information presented with slides, video,
or digital representations and sound which might be a narrative, music or
sound effects
Item (x) stated that, the following spreadsheet was prepared to show the
results of the students who did three different tasks. In cell E5 an error
occurred. What might be the reason?

A
B
C
D

The column is not wide enough to accommodate the value.
The formula references an invalid intersection of cells.
The formula uses incorrect argument or operator.
The reference to a value is not available to a formula.
6

E
There is invalid cell referencing in the formula used.
The correct answer was C, The formula uses incorrect argument or
operator. The candidates who opted for a correct response had sufficient
knowledge about error messages provided by Ms excel. The candidates who
opted for alternative A, The column is not wide enough to accommodate the
value was incorrect because an error message for option A is #########.
The candidates who opted for alternative B, The formula references an
invalid intersection of cells were not correct because error message for
option B is #NUL! The candidates who opted for alternatives D, The
reference to a value is not available to a formula and E, There is invalid cell
referencing in the formula used were not correct because error messages for
options D and E are #N/A and #REF! respectively. The candidates who
opted for incorrect responses had failed to identify the error message and it's
meaning.
2.2 Question 2: Matching Items
In this question, the candidates where required to match the functions of
desktop publishing (DTP) tools in List A to their corresponding tool names
in List B by writing the letter of the correct response beside the item
number in the answer booklet provided. The question intended to assess the
candidates’ ability to identify the functions of different desktop publishing
(DTP) tools. The question was as follows:
LIST A
LIST B
(i) A tool which is used for magnifying A. Shapes tool
publications view.
B. Objects tool
(ii) A tool which is used to turn around text or
graphics
C. Rotate tool
(iii) A tool which you can use to draw passage D. Select image tool
frames, insert and manipulate pages
E. Select tool
(iv) A tool which can be used to pick, none and
resize images and text
F. Texted tool
(v) A tool which is used to draw basis figures G. Zoom tool
and importing objects
H. Text tool
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A total of 2,702 (100%) candidates attempted this question, out of which
273 (10.1%) scored from 0 to 1 mark, 1,369 (50.7%) scored from 2 to 3
marks and 1,060 (39.2%) scored from 4 to 5 marks out of 5 marks
allocated. Figure 2 presents the candidates' performance on this question.

Figure 2: The candidates' performance on question 2.

The general performance on this question was good since 89.9 per cent of
the candidates scored more than 1 mark. This performance could be
implying that the candidates were familiar with the desktop publishing
(DTP) tools. Thus, they matched correctly most of the items. The
candidates who scored lower marks failed to respond correctly to most of
the items. The candidates' responses analyses for each item of this question
are given as follows:
Item (i), required the candidates to identify a tool which is used for
magnifying publications view. The correct answer was G, Zoom tool. These
candidates' selected the correct response of this item implying that, they
had adequate knowledge on the DTP tools. However, some of the
candidates opted for E, Select tool, this was not correct because select tool
is used to select portions an image to edit and not used for magnifying an
object.
Item (ii), required the candidates to identify a tool which is used to turn
around text or graphics. The correct answer was C Rotate tool. The analysis
showed that, majority of the candidates provided correct response on this
item. The candidates had enough knowledge to select the right tool. On the
other hand, few candidates failed to select correct response due to
inadequate knowledge on DTP tools.
8

Item (iii) required the candidates to identify a tool which could be used to
draw passages, frames, insert and manipulate passage. The correct answer
was H, “text tool”. The analysis showed that, most of the candidates wrote
B, “object tools”. The candidates who wrote object tools failed to
understand that object tool is the general name for the tool which contain
tools for creating and manipulating text and images. Furthermore, other
candidates opted for A, “shapes tool”. These candidates failed to know that
shapes tool is used to draw basic figures and import objects. This signifies
that, the candidates related the term draw and frames with the shapes and
objects.
Item (iv) required candidates to identify a tool which is used to pick, move
then resize images and text. The correct response was E, “select tools”.
Some of the candidates provided wrong responses. For instant some
candidates wrote D “Select image tool” which was wrong because the
function of select image tool is to select, move and resize images and text.
Other candidates opted for G, “zoom tool”. This response was not correct
too because “zoom tool” is used to magnify publication view. These wrong
responses indicate that, candidates could not differentiate the function of
“select tool” with that of other tools like “select image tools” and “zoom
tool”.
Item (v) required the candidates to identity a tool which is used to draw
basic figures and importing objects. The correct response was A, “shapes
tool”. On this item, some of the candidates wrote D, “Select image tool”
which was wrong because select image is used to select, move and resize
images and text. Candidates were attracted with the with the term “objects”
which relates to the term image. Some candidates opted for C “Rotate
tool”. These candidates failed to understand that, rotate tool is used to turn
around out texts or graphics. This indicates that candidate had insufficient
knowledge on function of various desktop publishing (DTP) tools.
2.3 Question 3: Jumbled Questions
The question consisted of five (05) steps of printing a document. The
question was composed from a topic of word processing.
In this question, the candidates were required to re-arrange the given
sentences in a sequential order beginning with the first step to the last step.
The question intended to assess the candidates’ ability to apply the
knowledge of printing a document in a Microsoft word. The following steps
were given.
9

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Click OK button.
Click print preview.
Click print from the file menu.
Open a document to be printed.
Select the printer.

The statistics shows that 2,697 (99.8%) candidates attempted this question,
out of which 319 (11.8%) scored from 0 to 1 mark, 1,958 (72.6%) scored
from 2 to 3 marks and 420 (15.6%) scored from 4 to 5 marks out of 5
marks allocated. Figure 3 presents the candidates' performance on this
question.

Figure 3: The candidates' performance on question 3.

Figure 3 illustrate that, the performance of the candidates on this question
was good because 88.2 percent scored from 2 to 5 marks. Most of the
candidates gave correct steps of printing a document. However, few
candidates (11.8%) performed poorly. The candidates who failed to score
high marks faced difficult in arranging step “B” and “C”. It was observed
that, some started with step “C” followed by “B”. These candidates failed
to know that, before printing a document it is very important to preview a
document in order to confirm if there is no details outside the printable area
and if the document layout is okay.
2.4 Question 4: Information
Question 4 was constructed from the topic of Data and Information. This
question had two parts (a) and (b). The question required the candidates to:
(a) Explain the importance of information in our daily life, with examples
(b) Explain two ways of disseminating information with examples.
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This question was attempted by 2,702 (100%) candidates, out of which 133
(4.9%) scored from 0 to 2.5 marks, 475 (17.6%) scored from 3.0 to 6.0
marks and 2,094 (77.5%) scored from 6.5 to 10 marks out of 10 marks
allocated. Figure 4 presents the candidates' performance on this question.

Figure 4: The candidates' performance on question 4

In general, the performance of the candidates on this question was good
because 95.1 percent of the candidates scored above 2.5 marks. The
analysis of candidates’ responses revealed that, 77.5 percent of the
candidates with high performance explained correctly the importance of
information in part (a). However, a few of the candidates repeated some of
points in different words; this led them to lose some marks in this part. In
part (b), some of the candidates mentioned the forms of information
dissemination and gave examples but failed to explain their meaning. For
instance, one of the candidates wrote: Traditional dissemination for
example drums and whistles; and modern dissemination for example,
Televisions and Telephones. This shows that, the candidate had partial idea
on information dissemination. Other candidates explained clearly the the
terms but they wrote only one example in either traditional or modern way
of disseminating information instead of two examples as it is stated in the
question. This led them to lose some marks. Extract 4.1 presents a sample
of a correct response.
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Extract 4.1: A sample of correct answer to question 4

The responses of a candidate provided in Extract 4.1 shows that the
candidate was able to explain the importance of information in our daily
life with examples in part (a). The candidates also explained correctly two
ways of disseminating information with examples in part (b).
On the other hand, 17.6 percent of the candidates scored average marks. In
this category, majority of the candidates wrote correctly only three or four
importance of information in part (a). Some of them failed to explain the
12

importance clearly, this led them to score less marks. For example, one
candidate wrote, it is reliable, it is flexible. This shows that, the candidates
lacked enough knowledge on data and information concept. In part (b),
Some of the candidates gave direct translation of the term traditional and
modern ways of dissemination of information. For example, one candidate
wrote Traditional form dissemination uses traditional means while modern
form of dissemination uses modern ways. Others managed to write
examples of traditional and modern ways of disseminating but failed to
explain the terms. Further analysis showed that, some of the candidates
interchanged examples of traditional and moderm methods of information.
This shows that, the candidates had partial understanding on data and
information.
Furthermore, 4.9 percent of the candidates who scored low marks gave
only one or two importance of information in part (a). In part (b), a few
candidates managed to mention only one way of disseminating information
but failed to explain and give examples. Some candidates mentioned ways
of communicating instead of writing ways of disseminating information in
a computer. For example, one candidate wrote; Oral dissemination and
written dissemination. This shows that, the candidates did not understand
the requirement of the question. Extract 4.2 presents a sample of such
incorrect responses.

Extract 4.2: A sample of incorrect answer to question 4

The responses of a candidate provided in extract 4.2 shows that the
candidate wrote incorrect explanation on the importance of information in
our daily life. However, the candidate managed to write correctly one
example of modern way of disseminating information without specifying it.
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2.5 Question 5: Database as Information System
The question was constructed from the topic of Database as Information
System. This question had two parts (a) and (b) which required candidate
to:
(a) Explain three possible types of database model he/she could develop
when designing a school database.
(b) State steps to follow in order to establish the relationship between two
or more tables in the opened database.
This question was attempted by 2,584 (95.6%) candidates out of which
1,367 (52.9%) scored from 0 to 2.5 marks, 908 (35.1%) scored from 3 to 6
marks and 309 (12.0%) scored from 6.5 to 10 marks out of 10 marks
allocated. Figure 5 presents the candidates' performance in this question.

Figure 5: The candidates' performance on question 5.

The general performance in this question was of average because 47.1
percent of the candidates scored above 2.5 marks. The analysis showed
that 52.9 percent of the candidates who scored low marks managed to
mention only one type of database models but failed to explain on it in part
(a). Some of the candidates explained features of Database Management
System (DBMS) such as table, query, form, report and macros. This
indicated that, the candidates failed to distinguish between database models
and database objects in Microsoft access. Other candidates mentioned type
of database instead of types of database models. For example, one
candidate mentioned company database and individual database. This
means such a candidate lacked knowledge on database designing. In part
(b), some candidates wrote the steps of adding table in a word processor
instead of the steps to establish relatioship between two or more tables in
the database. This implies that, the candidates did not undestand the
14

requirement of the question. Moreover, some of the candidates outlined the
steps of creating querry instead of the steps for establishing the relationship
between tables in a database. Extract 5.1 presents a sample of such
incorrect responses.

Extract 5.1: A sample of incorrect response to question 5

The responses of a candidate provided in Extract 5.1 shows that the
candidate managed to write one correct database model required in
designing school database. However, the candidate gave wrong description.
the candidate also, failed to write the steps required to create the
relationship between two tables.
Moreover, 35.1 percent of the candidates who scored average marks
were able to list three types of database models but they failed to explain
them accordingly in part (a). Other candidates explained correctly one or
two models only. This led them to loose some marks. In part (b), some of
the candidates just mentioned correct steps to establish relationship but
15

failed to follow the order. This implies that, the candidates lacked practical
skills on database designing.
On the other hand, a few candidates (12.0%) who scored high marks were
abled to list and explain three types of database models in part (a).
However, some of the candidates failed to explain clearly but mentioned
only two types. This led them to loose some marks. Also, in part (b) the
candidates were abled to mention the steps required to establish the
relationship between two tables. Although, some of them were unabled to
give all steps.
Extract 5.2 presents a sample of correct responses.

Extract 5.2: A sample of a correct answer to question 5
The responses of a candidate provided in extract 5.2 show that the
candidate wrote correctly three types of database model in part (a).
Additionally, the candidate managed to give correctly the steps reqiured to
create relationship in part (b).
16

2.6 Question 6: The computer
Question 6 had three parts (a), (b) and (c). The candidates were required to
read the given screenshot and answer the questions that followed:

The asked questions were;
(a) What is the name of a processor available at Nyangaluka Company?
(b) What are the sizes of primary memory and secondary memory
offered by a company?
(c) Assume you have requested a member of Nyangaluka Company to
install for you Window 7 instead of UNIX operating system. What
four benefits do you expect to get on the use of such operating
system?
A total of 2,680 (99.2%) candidates attempted this question, out of which
648 (24.2%) scored from 0 to 2.5 marks, 1,819 (67.9%) scored from 3 to 6
marks and 213 (7.9%) scored from 6.5 to 10 marks out of 10 marks
allocated. The general performance in this question was good because 75.8
percent of the candidates scored above 2.5 marks. Figure 6 presents the
candidates' performance on this question.

17

Figure 6: The candidates' performance on question 6

The analysis showed that, most of the candidates (24.2%) who scored low
marks wrote correctly the name of the processor as displayed from
advertisement of company in part (a). Some of the candidates wrote
microprocessor as the name of a processor advertised by the company
instead of Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-6200U. Others wrote application software
as the name of a processor. For example, one candidate wrote desktop
publisher software. This indicates that, the candidates failed to understand
the requirement of the question because they gave the response which is not
related to the given screenshot. Also, the candidates failed to write size of a
primary and secondary memory offered by the company in part (b). Some
of the candidates managed to write the size of the primary memory but
failed to recognize the size of the secondary memory. Others interchanged
the size of the primary and secondary memory.
Additionally, few of them wrote RAM and ROM which are the names of
temporary and permanent memory. This is an indication that these
candidates failed to differentiate primary from secondary storage. For
example, one candidate wrote; the size of a primary memory are used RAM
and secondary memory offered by a company are used hard driver disk.
This shows that the candidates lacked knowledge on memory size in a
computer. In part (c), most of the candidates in this category failed to state
the benefits of using the mentioned operating system. Extract 6.1 presents a
sample of such incorrect responses.

18

Extract 6.1: A sample of incorrect answer to question 6

In extract 6.1, the candidate failed to write the name of a processor
available at Nyangaluka Company in part (a). In part (b), the candidate
managed to write the size of the primary memory but failed to write the
size of the secondary memory. The candidate also, failed to write four
benefits of using Window 7 over UNIX.
Moreover, majority of the candidates (67.9%) who scored average marks
gave correctly the name of the processor displayed on the screenshot in part
(a). Few of them wrote the type of operating system such as Ms-Dos and
Windows instead of Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-6200U. This implies that the
candidates could not differentiate the components of the computer system
due to insufficient knowledge. They also wrote the correct size of primary
and secondary memory offered by the company in part (b). However, most
of them wrote incorrect benefits of using window 7 against UNIX operating
system. Some of the candidates gave the benefits of using UNIX instead of
Window 7. This signifies that, the candidates had partial knowledge of the
benefits of window 7 over UNIX. Further analysis showed that, only few
candidates managed to write one or two benefits of the intended operating
system.
On the other hand, 7.9 percent of the candidates who scored high marks
attempted correctly all parts of the question. However, some of them
managed to answer correctly part (a) and (b) but, failed to give all correct
19

benefits of Window 7 against UNIX. Some of these candidates mentioned
only two or three benefits. Others repeated some benefits in different words
and presenting them as different points. This led them to lose some marks.
Extract 6.2 provides a sample of correct responses.

Extract 6.2: A sample of correct answer to question 6

Extract 6.2 show the candidate who managed to attempt this question
correctly in part (a), (b) and (c). This implies that the candidate had
adequate knowledge in computer specifications.
2.7 Question 7: Computer networks and communication
This question had two parts (a) and (b). The candidates were required to
read the given scenario and answer the questions that follow;
The JJ Company which deals with home theatre system has four offices in
three different cities: Dar es Salaam, Mwanza and Dodoma. The Head of

20

Department decided to connect all these offices through a network.
However, he does not know the type of network to use.
(a) Explain to the Head of Department three types of computer networks
you know and suggest the proper type of network to be established.
(b) Provide one advantage and one disadvantage of the type of network
suggested in part (a).
The statistics shows that, 2,673(99.0%) candidates attempted this question,
out of which 544 (20.3%) scored from 0 and 2.5 marks, 1,191 (44.5%)
scored from 3 to 6 marks and 941 (35.2%) scored from 6.5 to 10 out of 10
marks allocated. The general performance in this question was good
because 79.7 percent of the candidates scored above 2.5 marks. Figure 7
presents the candidates' performance in this question.

Figure 7: The candidates' performance on question 7.

The analysis showed that 35.2 percent of the candidates who scored high
marks managed to explain three types of networks correctly in part (a).
However, some of the candidates failed to score all marks because they
failed to suggest the correct network required to connect offices in three
different cities. In part (b), some of the candidates wrote correctly the
advantage and disadvantage of WAN, but failed to give correct
disadvantages and advantage of WAN. This implies that, the candidates
had sufficient knowledge on computer networking. Extract 7.1 shows a
correct response from one of the candidates.
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Extract 7.1: A sample of a correct response to question 7

Extract 7.1 shows a response of a candidate who differentiated analogy
computers from digital computers. The candidate also, explained correctly
the special purpose computers and was able to advice the headmaster
giving correct reasons.
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Further analysis showed that 44.5 percent of the candidates who got
average marks managed to mention three types of computer networks but
failed to explain them in part (a). They also failed to suggest the proper
type of network required to connect the offices. Some of the candidates
explained correctly only one or two type of computer network but failed to
explain others. Others interchanged the concept of MAN and WAN. This
signifies that, the candidates failed to distinguish between MAN and WAN.
Further analysis showed that some of the candidates suggested MAN as the
required computer network to connect the offices. These candidates did not
understand that, MAN connects computers within a town or city. In part
(b), most of the candidates failed to write advantages and disadvantages of
WAN as the required type of networks to connect offices. Some of the
candidates wrote advantage and disadvantage of LAN. Others wrote
advantage and disadvantage of MAN. The incorrect response of the
candidates resulted from incorrect type of the network suggested by the
candidates in part (a).
On the other hand, the candidates (20.3%) who scored low marks listed
correctly one or two types of computer networks but failed to suggest the
type of network to connect three offices in part (a). Some listed physical
topologies such as Star, Bus and Ring instead of computer networks. This
implies that, the candidates did not understand the requirement of the
question. Others listed types of computer network with incorrect long form.
For example one candidate wrote Large Area Network instead of Local
Area Network as the long form of LAN. This indicates that, the candidate
had partial knowledge on computer networking. In part (b), since most of
the candidates failed to suggest the required network for the offices, they
could not write advantages and disadvantages of that network. A few of
them wrote advantage or disadvantage of Local Area Network (LAN)
instead of Wide Area Network (WAN). Moreover, some of the candidates
in this category wrote advantages and disadvantages of computer network
without being specific to Wide Area Network (WAN). For example one
wrote; it helps in sharing of resources as advantage. This shows that the
candidate did not understand the question. Extract 7.2 presents a sample of
such incorrect response.
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Extract 7.2: A sample of incorrect answer to question 7

The responses of a candidate provided in Extract 7.2 shows that the
candidate wrote an incorrect long form of the abbreviations LAN, WAN
and MAN in part (a). In part (b), the candidate could not suggest the proper
network consequently wrote wrong advantage and disadvantage of WAN.
2.8 Question 8: Word processing
Question 8 had two parts, (a) and (b) with the following questions:
(a) An academic master of your school asked you to prepare an end of
term students' academic report using Microsoft Word. The report
intends to include the table which shows different subjects and scored
marks. As an IT student;
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(i) Which steps would you follow to insert a table with 10 rows and 7
columns?
(ii) If after creating a table in part (a) (i), you realized that, the word
computer is typed komputa; which feature can you use to check
and correct automatically other mistakes made?
(b) Differentiate "autoText" from "autoComplete" as used in Microsoft
Word.
The statistics showed that 2,629 (97.3%) of the candidates attempted this
question, of which 924 (35.1%) scored from 0 to 2.5 marks, 1,358 (51.7%)
scored from 3 to 6 marks and 347 (13.2%) scored from 6.5 to 10 marks out
of 10 marks allocated. Figure 8 summarizes the candidates' performance on
this question.

Figure 8: The candidates' performance on question 8.

The general performance on this question was an average because 64.9
percent of the candidates scored above 2.5 marks. The analysis showed
that, most of the candidates (35.1%) who scored low marks were able to
mention at least one step required to insert a table in Microsoft word but
failed to arrange the third and fourth step in part (a). It was observed that,
some of them failed to specify 10 rows and 7 columns in the third step.
Others could not write the last step which involves clicking OK or pressing
ENTER button. This shows that, the candidates lacked practical skills on
using Microsoft word. Moreover, most of the candidates failed to write
feature required to check and correct mistake automatically. Some of them
wrote "autoCorrect" instead of Spelling & Grammar checker. The
candidates were to note that, AutoCorrect feature is used to fix misspelled
words and punctuation mistakes. In part (b), most of the candidates failed
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to differentiate "autoText" from "autoComplete" as used in Microsoft word.
Some made direct translation of the terms. For example, one candidate
wrote; autoText is the feature used to display text automatically. This
shows that the candidate lacked knowledge in formatting features. Extract
8.1 shows a sample of such incorrect responses.

Extract 8.1: A sample of incorrect answer to question 8

In extract 8.1, the candidate was not able to follow all the steps required to
insert a table in part (a) (i). The candidate wrote Auto text as a feature used
to check and correct mistakes automatically in part (a) (ii) which is wrong.
Also, the candidate failed to differentiate "autoText" from "autoComplete"
in part (b).
Furthermore, the majority of the candidates (51.7%) who scored average
marks wrote correct steps to follow in inserting a table with 10 rows and 7
columns. However, the candidates failed to write a feature which is
required to check and correct mistakes automatically in part (a). Some of
them wrote; Spelling checker instead of "Spelling& Grammar checker".
This shows that the candidates lacked practical skills in checking spelling
and grammar mistakes in Microsoft word. In part (b), most of the
candidates failed to differentiate "autoText" from "autoComplete" as used
in Microsoft word. Some of them explained correctly the term
"autoComplete" but failed to explain the term "autoText". This shows that
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they had inadequate knowledge on formatting features on Microsoft word.
Others failed to differentiate between “autotext” and “autocomplete”
instead they gave examples on how autotext and autocomplete occur in
Microsoft word. This indicates that the candidates had partial knowledge on
formatting features on Microsoft word.
On the other hand, most of the candidates 13.2 percent who scored high
marks managed to attempt all parts of the question correctly in part (a).
They also wrote correctly the feature required to check and correct
automatically the typed text "komputa". In part (b, some of the candidates
failed to score all marks because they failed to differentiate between the
term “autoText” and “autoComplete). Also, the candidates managed to
describe clearly the meaning of one term but failed to give clear description
on another term. Extract 8.2 shows a sample of a correct response on this
question.

Extract 8.2: A sample of correct answer to question 8

Extract 8.2 shows a response of a candidate who listed correct steps
required to insert a table and mentioned the feature used to check and
correct mistakes automatically in part (a). Also, the candidate managed to
differentiate "autoText" from "autoComplete" in part (b).
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2.9 Question 9: Spreadsheet
This question had three parts, (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) with the following
questions:
Suppose you have been sent by your parent to buy some of the household
items from the shop. In order to make a clarification about the purchases,
you decided to use the following worksheet for simplicity.

(a) Which function would you apply to find the cost of sugar?
(b) Which function will you use to find the lowest cost for all items
bought?
(c) Which function can be applied to count the number of cells that costs
Tsh. 100 per item?
(d) If the price of all items has been increased by 10%, which formula
would you use in cell E2 in order to calculate the new cost of sugar?
HINT: (The increased price should be absolute reference).
(e) Assume your parent wants to know the increased cost, which functions
and formula can you use to accomplish this task?
This question was attempted by 2,613 (96.7 %) candidates out of which
2,408 (92.2%) scored from 0 to 2.5 marks, 193 (7.4%) scored from 3 to 6
marks and 12 (0.5%) scored from 6.5 to 10 marks out of 10 marks
allocated. Figure 9 summarizes the candidates' performance on this
question.
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Figure 9: The candidates' performance on question 9.

The general performance of the candidates on this question was poor
because 92.2 percent scored below 3 marks. The analysis showed that the
majority of the candidates (92.2%) who scored low marks wrote the
formula instead of the function required to find the cost of sugar in part (a).
Some of them wrote the function which had the correct range but failed to
give its proper name. For example, one candidate wrote =SUM(B2,C2)
instead of =PRODUCT(B2,D2). Others wrote correct range without the
function name. In part (b), some of the candidates wrote correct range of
the function with wrong function name. For example, one candidate wrote
=LOWEST(D2:D5). This shows that the candidate made direct translation
of the question. In part (c), most of the candidates failed to write the
function responsible for counting the number of cells that costs Tsh. 100
per item. Some of the candidates wrote "COUNT" function instead of
"COUNTIF" with wrong range and condition. For example, the candidate
wrote COUNT (= 100, C2: C5 = “100"). In part (d), the candidates wrote
the formula to calculate the new cost of sugar without including 10 percent
price increase. Moreover, most of the candidates failed to write the formula
and function to find the total increased cost in part (e). This indicates that
the candidates lacked practical skills on spreadsheet. Extract 9.1 shows a
sample of an incorrect response to this question.
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Extract 9.1: A sample of incorrect answer to question 9

Extract 9.1 shows the response of a candidate who managed to write only
the correct function for finding the lowest cost in part (b), but failed to
write correct functions and formula to all the remaining parts.
Further analysis showed that some of the candidates (7.4%) who scored
average marks wrote correct function for finding the cost of sugar in part
(a). Other candidates made mistake on making range of a function by using
semicolon (;) instead of a comma (,). However, some of them wrote a
formula without equal sign. In part (b), the candidates managed to write the
function for finding the lowest cost for all items bought. Some of them
wrote the function name "MINIMUM" instead of "MIN". Others wrote the
function with correct name but incorrect range. This indicates that the
candidates lacked practical skills on spreadsheet. In part (c), most of the
candidates managed to write the function used to count the number of cells
but, failed to set cost of Tsh. 100 for each item. In part (d), most of the
candidates wrote the formula to calculate the increased cost of sugar.
However, they failed to use absolute reference cell concept instead they
used percentage value increase (10%) as given in the question. This
indicates that, the candidates did not understand the requirement of the
question. In part (e), the candidates were able to write the formula for
summing up the cost of all items in column C but they could not relate
them with column E to find the increased cost.
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Furthermore, few candidates (0.5%) who scored high marks managed to
write functions in part (a), (b) and (c). Some of them failed to write equal
sign "=". Others wrote single cote (') instead of double quote (") in writing
condition in part (c). In part (d), some of the candidates applied mixed cell
reference such as B$7 instead of absolute cell reference. This indicated that
the candidates could not differentiate between mixed and absolute cell
reference. In part (e), some of the candidates failed to apply function and
formula to find the increased cost.

Extract 9.2: A sample of correct answer to question 9

Extract 9.2 shows a response from a candidate who wrote the correct
responses in parts (a), (b) and (d). The candidate also gave some of the
correct answer in parts (c) and (e).
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2.10 Question 10: Presentation
This was a short answer question which required the candidates to explain
five factors to be considered in order to prepare a quality presentation.
This question was attempted by 2,593 (96.0%) candidates out of which
1,964 (75.7%) scored from 0 to 2.5 marks, 541 (20.9%) scored from 3 to 6
marks and 88 (3.4%) scored from 6.5 to 10 marks out of 10 marks
allocated. The general performance of the candidates on this question was
poor because 75.7 percent scored below 3 marks. Figure 10 summarizes the
candidates' performance on this question.

Figure 10: The candidates' performance on question 10.

The analysis on this question showed that, the majority of the candidates
(75.7%) who scored low marks failed to explain all factors to consider in
preparing a quality presentation. Some of them managed to explain only
one factor. Others mentioned correctly one or two factors but failed to
explain them. Further analysis showed that, some of the candidates
concentrated on explaining factors to consider in conducting quality
presentation such as to concentrate on the main point or message and to
focus on the audience's needs. This indicates that, the candidate did not
understand the requirement of the question. Others explained the advantage
of e-learning. For example, one candidate wrote, Presentation enables a
student to study at any time and any place. This shows that, the candidate
lacked knowledge on preparing presentation. Extract 10.1 presents the
sample of such incorrect responses on this question.
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Extract 10.1: A sample of incorrect answer to question 10

Extract 10.1 shows responses of a candidate who presented the factors to be
considered during presentation instead of the factors required for
considering a quality presentation.
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On the other hand, 20.9 percent who scored average marks mentioned
correctly all factors to consider in preparing a quality presentation but,
failed to explain them. Some of them explained only one or two factors. It
was observed that, some of the candidates had all points to explain but
failed to organize their argument due to poor English Language skills.
Moreover, few candidates (3.4%) who scored high marks explained
correctly the factors to be considered in preparing a quality presentation.
However, a few of them could not explain their points clearly. This led
them to lose some marks. Extract 10.2 presents a sample of such correct
responses on this question.

Extract 10.2: A sample of correct answer to question 10
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Extract 10.2 shows the response of a candidate who managed to explain
correctly all factors to consider during preparation of a quality presentation.
2.11 Question 11: Computer Handling
This was an essay type question where by candidates were required to
describe four measures that could be taken to protect a computer from
damage.
This question was opted by 1,639 (60.7%) candidates, out of which 83
(5.1%) scored from 0 to 2.5 marks, 386 (23.5%) scored from 3 to 6 marks,
1,170 (71.4%) scored from 6.5 to 10 marks out of 10 marks allocated.
Figure 11 presents the candidates' performance on this question.

Figure 11: The candidates' performance on question

In general, the performance of the candidates on this question was good
because 94.9 percent of the candidates scored above 2.5 marks. The
analysis done from the scripts showed that (71.4%) of the candidates scored
high marks. These candidates were able to describe four measures to be
taken in order to protect a computer from damage. Some of the candidates
wrote unclear descriptions on introduction and conclusion. Others wrote the
introduction but failed to write a conclusion. A few of candidates repeated
some points; this led them to lose some marks. Extract 11.1 shows one of
the correct responses.
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Extract 11.1: A sample of correct answer to question 11

Extract 11.1 shows a response of a candidate who described correctly the
measures to protect a computer from damage. The candidate also gave the
correct introduction and a conclusion.
Furthermore, the candidates (23.5%) who scored average marks wrote
correctly the measures required to protect the computer from damage.
However, they managed to describe only some of the points. Some of the
candidates wrote an introduction in which they defined a computer only but
could not explain how that computer could be protected from damage and
the reason for such a protection. Others focused on explaining the material
which leads to computer damage instead of the measures to be taken to
avoid computer damage. For example, one candidate wrote liquid cause
rust hence short circuit to the computer. This signifies that, the candidates
did not understand the requirement of the question.
Moreover, a few candidates (5.1%) who scored low marks mentioned
correctly few measures to protect computer from damage but failed to
explain them. They also failed to write the introduction and the conclusion.
This showed that, the candidates had insufficient knowledge on the uses of
computer and the ways to protect it from damage. Some of the candidates
wrote the measures to protect a computer from viruses instead of the
measures required to protect it from damage. For example, one candidate
explained the Data backup. Such a candidate failed to understand that, data
backup cannot protect computer from damage instead it protects the
computer from data loss. This implies that, the candidates had
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misconception concerning protecting a computer from damage and virus
attack. Extract 11.2 presents one of the incorrect responses.

Extract 11.2: A sample of incorrect answer to question 11

Extract 11.2 shows a response of a candidate who wrote the ways used to
protect the computer from data loss instead of measures to protect computer
from damage. The candidate also gave the incorrect introduction and
conclusion.
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2.12 Question 12: The Internet
This was an essay question which required the candidates to explain four
virtual (effective) services enhanced by the use of internet in the society
today.
This question was opted for by few candidates. The statistics showed that
1,036 (38.3%) candidates opted this question, out of which 148 (14.3%)
scored from 0 to 2.5 marks, 264 (25.5%) scored 3 to 6 marks, and 624
(60.2%) scored 6 to 10 marks out of 10 marks allocated. Figure 12
summarises the candidates' performance on this question.

Figure 12: The candidates' performance on question 12.

The general performance of the candidates on this question was good
because, a majority of the candidates (85.7%) who attempted this question
scored above 2.5 marks. The good performance was attributed to the fact
that, internet services are common in our societies. Further analysis reveals
that 60.2 percent of the candidates who performed well, explained correctly
four virtual services enhanced by the internet. However, a few candidates
failed to write clear introduction and conclusion. Others unsatisfactorily
explained e-learning, e-banking and communication while others could not
write a conclusion. This led them to lose some marks. Extract 12.1 presents
a sample of one of the correct responses.
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Extract 12.1: A sample of correct answer to question 12
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Extract 12.1 shows the response from one of the candidates who explained
correctly with examples four virtual (effective) services enhanced by the
use of internet in the society today. The candidate also, gave appropriate
introduction and conclusion.
On the other hands, most of the candidates (25.5%) who scored average
marks explained correctly one or two points. Some of the candidates
mentioned the points correctly but failed to explain in details how virtual
services could be enhanced by the use of internet in the society. For
example, one of candidates wrote; e-leaning, students in schools learn by
electricity through e-learning and some do not have electronic. This shows
that, the candidate had insufficient knowledge about e-learning. The
candidate should have known that e-learning is an internet service but not
electrical service. Some of the candidates could not write the introduction
and the conclusion. This showed that, the candidates had inadequate essay
writing skills.
Further analysis showed that, a few candidates (14.3%) who scored low
marks wrote the negative effects of internet instead of effective (virtual)
services provided by the use of internet. For example, one of the
candidates wrote; Moral decay, internet contributes to moral decay in the
society. The candidate mistook effective services available in the society
today for the effects of internet in the society. This indicated that, the
candidate did not understand the question. Some of the candidates managed
to write the introduction correctly but failed to explain the points instead
they listed the points without explanations'. Extract 12.2 presents a sample
of such an incorrect response.
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Extract 12.2: A sample of an incorrect answer to question 12
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Extract 12.2 shows the response from one of the candidates who explained
general services required to the society which are offered by the internet.
The candidate also, wrote a wrong introduction with irrelevant conclusion.
3.0

ANALYSIS OF THE CANDIDATES PERFORMANCE PER QUESTION
IN PAPER 2 (PRACTICAL)
3.1 Question 1: Web development
This question tested the candidates’ practical skills on web development
and design. The question was as follows;
Malaria is an endemic disease which kills many people in East Africa.
Tanzania as one of the East African countries is planning to design a web
page in which people from different regions will get online services about
Malaria. Assume that you are one of the IT experts in Health Information
System responsible for designing a simple online program which will help
patients to get fast online treatment:
(a) Create the following interface by using basic HTML codes. (HINT: Use
table to create the interface).
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Interface description:
 The table height and width should be 300 and 250 respectively.
 The font style, size and color of the words ‘Online Doctor’ should be
magneto, 15 and green respectively.
 You can use any picture with the height 200 and width 250.
 The font style and size of the words ‘Join Us Now!!!’ should be
Lucida Handwriting and 15 respectively.
(b) Activate the links “Causes of Malaria” and “Symptoms of Malaria” in
the interface created in part (a) so that when the patient clicks them,
they will display the following explanations on the separate page.
i.

The following page will be displayed after clicking “Cases of
Malaria” link.

ii.

The following page will be displayed after clicking “Symptoms of
Malaria” link.

Note: The size of the heading for each page should be h2
(c) Activate link “Join Us Now!!!” so that when the patient clicks it will
display the following form which enables the patients to fill their
details.
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This question tested the candidates’ knowledge on web site design. A total
of 652 (24.2%) candidates attempted this question, out of which 164
(25.2%) candidates scored 0 to 7 marks, 122 (18.7%) candidates scored
from 7.5 to 16 marks and 366 (56.1%) candidates scored from 16.5 to 25
marks out of 25 marks allocated. The general performance on this question
was good because 74.8 percent scored above 7 marks. Figure 13 presents
the summary of the candidates' performance on this question.

Figure 13: The candidates' performance on question 1 of paper 2.

The analysis showed that most of the candidates (56.1%) that did well,
managed to open and close HTML codes and typed correctly body and
table tags. They also designed a table with appropriate border, width and
height. The candidates wrote correctly the text "online doctor" with font
style "magneto", size of 15 and font colour "green". They were able to
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insert the picture according to the given size. They also inserted correctly
horizontal lines using “hr” tag. Moreover, the candidates managed to
activate the link "Join us now!!!" with font face “Lucida Handwriting”, font
size 15. They also activated correctly the link "Causes of Malaria" and
"Symptoms of malaria". Furthermore, some candidates were able to design
the web page but failed to use HTML codes to draw horizontal line instead;
they draw them manually in part (b). In part (c), the candidates designed the
correct form of "Join us now!!!" which was required to add patients’
records. Some of them typed correctly the codes to design a radio button
but could not activate them for the patient to select one option at a time.
This showed that, the candidates had partial knowledge on designing radio
button using HTML codes. Extract 13.1 shows one of the correct responses.
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Extract 13.1: A sample of correct answer to question 1 of paper 2

Extract 3.1 shows a sampled response from a candidate who wrote HTML
codes correctly to design the required output. The candidates managed to
activate all links to open the desired pages.
On the other hand, the candidates (18.7%) who scored average marks were
able to open and close HTML, body and table tags, to put table border and
insert picture activated links. However, some of the candidates failed to
write correct codes for heading by using “h2”, some candidates wrote using
“h1” and others used “h3”. They failed to type the picture dimensions of
300 height and 250 width as the question required them in part (b)(i). They
also used ordered list in the page of symptoms of Malaria instead of
unordered list in part (b)(ii).
The analysis showed that, the most of the candidates (25.2%) who scored
low marks, managed to create a table using HTML codes in part (a) but
failed to write correct codes for inserting a picture and horizontal rule.
Some candidates did not meet the question demand. For example, one
candidate wrote his/her codes of all pages (Causes of Malaria, Symptoms
of Malaria and Join us Now!!!) in only one single page. Other candidates in
part (b) managed to create a web page for Causes of Malaria but failed to
insert horizontal rule and the required heading size. This showed that the
candidates had insufficient knowledge and skills on how to write codes for
horizontal rule tag <hr>. However, in part (c), most of the candidates failed
to write clear codes to display the form. For example, one candidate listed
the country names in the text box instead of listing them in a drop down
menu. This showed that the candidates lacked the knowledge of form tags.
Moreover, few candidates used wrong application in attempting this
question. For example, one candidate used Microsoft PowerPoint to write
and display HTML codes. This indicates that the candidates lacked
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knowledge on how to use notepad editor. Extracts 13.2 signifies a sample
of such correct responses.

Extract 13.2: A sample of an incorrect answer to question 1 of paper 2.

In extract 13.2, the candidate typed the codes which display three web
pages in a single web page instead of activating “Causes of Malaria” and
“Symptoms of Malaria” links.
3.2 Question 2: Management of Database Information Systems
This question tested the candidates’ skills on the manipulation of data in the
database. The question given to candidates was as follows:
The Good One is a company that produces building materials and keeps its
details in a computerised database called WORKERS. The following tables
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contain detailed information obtained from the database. Study the tables
and answer the questions that follow:
Employees

Department

(a) Create a database that contains Employees and Department tables.
(b) Create a form for each table and use it to enter the records in the
Employees and Department tables. Save the forms as Empform and
Depform respectively. (HINT: use form wizard to create forms).
(c) Validate the location field in the Department table so that users can
select the regions in a list instead of typing when adding a new field.
(d) Use the appropriate primary and foreign keys to create the relationship
between the two tables. Enforce referential integrity between the tables.
(e) Create a report that displays the Employee Name, Job Title, Department
Name and Salary. Group by ‘Job Title’ and save the report as
EmpReport.
(f) Print your work.
This question was attempted by 2,465 (91.3%) candidates, out of which
111 (4.5%) scored from 0 to 7 marks, 261 (10.6%) scored from 7.5 to 16
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marks and 2,093 (84.9%) scored from 16.5 to 25 marks out of 25 marks
allocated. Figure 14 illustrates the candidates’ performance in this question.

Figure 14: The candidates' performance on question 2 of paper 2.

Figure 14 shows that 95.5 percent of the candidates scored above 7 marks.
This means that, the candidates’ performance in this question was generally
good. The majority of the candidates (84.9%) who scored high marks
managed to create correctly the database with its respective name in part
(a). The database created contained tables of Employees and Department
with their appropriate fields and data types. Using Employees and
Department tables in part (b), the candidates were able to create the
Empform and Depform which then were used to enter respective records
into the respective tables. In part (c), some of the candidates were able to
validate the field “location" in the Department table so that users could
select regions in a list instead of typing when adding a new field. They also
assigned correctly primary keys and foreign keys that were used to create
the relationship between Employee and Department tables in part (d). The
candidates used the tables to generate the report with fields Employee
Name, Job Title, Department Name, and Salary grouped by ‘Job Title’ in
part (e).This implies that the candidates had sufficient knowledge on the
concept of management of database as the information systems.
Conversely, some of the candidates were not able to set lookup wizard that
could validate the field “Location” in the Department table as required.
They also managed to put two tables in the relation zone without any
relationship. Others created the relationship without enforcing referential
integrity and setting appropriate fields. Some candidates created and
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displayed the report without grouping. This made some of the candidates to
lose some marks due to limited knowledge on manipulation of database.
Extracts 14.1 show a sample of a correct responses in question 2 of paper 2.
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Extract 14.1: A sample of correct answer to question 2 of paper 2

Extract 14.1 shows a sample of the correct responses, the candidate
managed to perform Employees table design, correct fields with their
appropriate data types, appropriate primary key, validated the ‘Location’
field and the records as instructed. The candidate used appropriately
primary and foreign keys to create the relationship between Employees and
Department tables, also enforced referential integrity between the two
tables. They managed to create reports and grouped by ‘Job Title’.
On the other hand, 10.6 percent of the candidates who scored average
marks managed to create tables though with some incorrect data types. For
example, one candidate wrote ‘text’ as the data type of EmployeeID,
DeptCode and Salary instead of writing ‘number’ as the data type of
“EmployeeID and DeptCode” and currency as the data type of
“Salary”.Some of the candidates were not able to set the lookup wizard for
‘location’ field of table Department. Others were not able to link the tables
with appropriate fields in the relationship zone. For example, one candidate
linked ‘EmployeeID’ as primary key in one table to ‘DeptID’ as primary
key in the other table instead of linking the primary key of one table to
foreign key in the other table. Some candidates created the query joining all
the tables so that, they design the form by using query table instead of just
creating the separate forms as asked directly from the given tables. For
example, one candidate designed the form ‘EmpForm and DeptForm’
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joining their fields together as a single form, instead of designing each form
with its field separately. Other candidates were joining the tables
‘Employee’ and ‘Department’ as one table instead of creating them
separately hence, losing some marks.
Lastly, few candidates (4.5%) who scored low marks were able to create a
database and tables with some incorrect fields and data types. Some created
database and tables with wrong names. For example, one candidate wrote
Database1 as the database name instead of renaming it to ‘WORKERS’ as
the question asked. Others just created the database without any record.
Also, other candidates failed to rename fields but used the default fields
like ‘ID’, ‘Field1’, ‘Field2’, ‘Field3’, and ‘Field4’ instead of writing the
given fields EmployeeID, EmployeeName, Department, JobTitle and
Salary. Moreover, some candidates used Microsoft Excel as the Database
Management System Software instead of Microsoft access. This shows that
the candidates did not understand the question in terms of its demand. This
shows that the candidates had limited knowledge on Microsoft Office
Access. Extract 14.2 shows a sample of an incorrect answer from one of the
candidates.
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Extract 14.2: A sample of an incorrect answer to question 2 of paper 2
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Extract 14.2 shows a sample of a response from one of the candidates who
failed to give correct table names, wrote wrong fields with inappropriate
datatypes and set the primary key on wrong fields. Thus, the candidate
entered the records in wrong positions. Moreover, the candidate failed to
create the relationship between the two tables and report using the
appropriate fields as was instructed.
3.3 Question 3: Desktop Publishing
The candidates were required to redesign the provided form and identity the
cards given in the question paper with different descriptions. The question
was as follows:
High Pressure Jogging Club wants to add new members for their good
health. As a secretary of the club, you are required to design a form and an
ID card for the new members.

(a) Use a Microsoft Publisher to create the following form. Save it as
Jogging club.
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Form descriptions



The font type and size of the heading “HIGH PRESSURE
JOGGING CLUB” should be Arial and 18 respectively.
The font type and size of the texts “MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION FORM” should be Franklin Gothic Heavy and
12 respectively.
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The font type and size of the texts “THE HP JOGGING CLUB”
should be Cambria and 12 respectively.
The font type and size of the texts “MALE/FEMALE” should be
Freestyle Script and 16 respectively.
The font type and size of other texts should be Franklin Gothic
Book and 16 respectively.
You can use any picture and border available in your computer.

(b) Create the following Identity Card using the Microsoft Publisher.
Save it as Smartcard.

Card descriptions





The font type and size of the texts “HIGH PRESSURE
JOGGING CLUB” should be Book Antiqua and 20 respectively.
The background colour for the texts “HIGH PRESSURE
JOGGING CLUB” should be orange.
The font type and size of the texts “THE HP JOGGING CLUB”
should be Cambria and 12 respectively.
The font type and size of the texts “Menbership Card” should be
Bauhaus 93 and 12 respectively.
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The font type and size of the “Member’s Signature” should be
Lucida Handwriting and 16 respectively.
The font type and size of other texts should be Calibri and 16
respectively.
You can use any picture and border available in your computer.

Print your work.
The statistics showed that 2,074 (76.8%) of the candidates attempted this
question, of which 422 (20.4%) scored from 0 to 7 marks, 619 (29.8%)
scored from 7.5 to 16 marks and 1,033 (49.8%) scored from 16.5 to 25
marks out of 25 marks allocated. Figure 15 summarizes the candidates'
performance on this question.

Figure 15: The candidates' performance on question 3.

The general performance on this question was good because 79.6 percent of
the candidates scored above 7 marks. Some of the candidates (49.8%) who
attempted this question were able to score higher marks as they had
sufficient skills and knowledge on Ms Publisher. The candidates were able
to design the Jogging club form and Smartcard for the Jogging club
according to the instructions given. Most of them were able to open the
Microsoft office publisher, type the heading "HIGH PRESSURE
JOGGING CLUB" with relevant font type and size. They were also able to
create the form which could enable the member of the club to fill in their
details, create a table of "SUBSCRIPTION FEE" and insert boarders of the
form and identity card. However, some of the candidates failed to insert a
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border for a design, font type and size which led them to lose some marks.
Extract 15.1 shows a sample of one of the correct responses on this
question.
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Extract 15.1: A sample of correct answer to question 3 of paper 2

Extract 15.1 shows that a candidate correctly designed both a form and a
card with description as per question. The candidate was also able to insert
border, colour, picture and type the information required.
On the other hand, (29.8%) of the candidates who scored average marks
created the Microsoft office publisher and some parts of the Jogging club
form as well as Identity card (Smartcard). However, some of the candidates
applied orange colour to the texts “High pressure Jogging club” instead of
filling in the orange colour in the background of the texts “High pressure
Jogging club”. This observation showed that the candidates mistook the
background colour of texts for the font colour of texts. Others did not insert
the border of the form and card. This led them to lose some marks.
Lastly, 20.4 percent of the candidates who attempted this question scored
low marks. The analysis showed that, the majority of these candidates used
the wrong application to design both the Jogging form and Identity Card.
Some of the candidates managed to open the Microsoft office publisher but
failed to use design tools to create the form and card. Others used different
font types and size as the question directed. Some of them attempted only
one part of the question. Moreover, these candidates failed to insert pictures
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in both designs but inserted shapes instead of inserting pictures. For
example, one of the candidates inserted the smiley Face shape. This
indicates that they confused pictures with shapes. These candidates had
insufficient knowledge and skills on Microsoft office publisher. Extract
15.2 shows a sample of an incorrect response on this question.
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Extract 15.2: A sample of an incorrect answer to question 3 of paper 2

In extract 15.2, the candidate was not able to design correctly the jogging
form and identity card, to set borders arround the entire form as the guide's
lines and to set no border to the form cells. Also, the candidate failed to use
font type and size as was required.
4.0

THE PERFORMANCE OF CANDIDATES IN EACH TOPIC
The analysis done in relation to each topic showed that most of the
candidates performed well. It was observed that, the candidates performed
well on the questions set from the topics of Information (95.1%), Computer
Handling (94.2%), The Internet (85.7%), Desktop Publishing (84.8%),
Computer Network and Communication (79.7%). Other topics were, Web
Development (78.8%), Word Processing (76.6%), The Computer (75.8%)
and Database as Information System (71.3%). The performance was also
good in multiple choice items (89.5%) which were set from the following
topics: Computer Evolution, Computer Handling, Word Processing,
Spreadsheet, Computer Network and Communication and The Internet.
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Others were, Database as Information System, Presentation, The Computer
and Web Development. The good performance was a result of the
candidates’ correct interpretation of the questions and good practical skills.
Their performance was weak in the question based on Presentation (24.3%)
and Spreadsheet (7.9%). The weak performance in these topics is attributed
to the candidates' lack of practical skills. The Appendix shows, the
performance of the candidates in each topic.
5.0

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 CONCLUSION
In this examination, the majority of the candidates attempted most of the
questions correctly. The analysis of candidates’ performance on each
question shows that the candidates’ performance in Paper 1 was good in
questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11 and 12 while it was average in questions 5 and
8. On the other hand, it was weak in questions 9 and 10. In Paper 2, the
performance was good in all three questions. The analysis on the 12 topics
which were examined showed that 10 topics had good performance and 2
topics had weak performance. There was no topic with average
performance. Therefore, the overall performance in Information and
Computer Studies Examination in 2020 was good. The good performance
implies that the candidates had sufficient knowledge and skills in the
examined concepts and were able to recall, explain, and make analysis in
answering the questions. The analysis of the candidates’ performance in
each topic indicates that the candidates had difficulties in answering
questions from the topics of Presentation and Spreadsheet. The weak
performance in the two topics is attributed to the candidates’ insufficient
knowledge and skills. They lacked practical skills on the given concepts,
and interpreted wrongly the given information.
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5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to improve the candidates’ performance in the Information and
Computer Studies subject on the topics of Presentation and Spreadsheet, the
following are recommended:
(a)

Teachers should guide students through question and answer sessions to
identify the presentation delivery models.

(b)

Teachers should encourage students to engage in the presentation based
on structure, styles, strategies and supplementary questions.

(c)

Teachers should assist the students to discuss how to prepare slides for
presentation.

(d)

Teachers have to lead students through practical work on using
formatting features of spreadsheet.

(e)

Teachers have to lead students in using formula and predefined
functions of spreadsheet.

(f)

Candidates should develop the habit of reading the examination
instructions and questions carefully so as to understand clearly the
question demand.
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APPENDIX
Analysis of Candidates Performance per Topic

S/n

No.
of
Questions

Topic

Percentage of
Candidates
who Scored
30% Marks or
Above

Remark
s

1

Information

1

95.1

Good

2

Computer Handling

1

94.2

Good

3

Computer Evolution, Computer
Handling, Word Processing,
Spreadsheet,
Computer
Networking
and
Communication, The Internet,
Database
as
Information
System,
Presentation,
The
Computer and Web Designing.

1

89.5

4

The Internet

1

85.7

Good

5

Desktop Publishing

2

84.8

Good

6

Computer
Network
Communication

1

79.7

Good

7

Web Development

1

78.8

Good

8

Word Processing

2

76.6

Good

9

The Computer

1

75.8

Good

10

Database as Information System

2

71.3

Good

11

Presentation

1

24.3

Weak

12

Spreadsheet

1

7.9

Weak

and
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Good

